
Church Planting Outlook

Our Vision? To see a AFLC 
Gathering in every major city 
in the United States!

Did you know 
that 26% of 

AFLC churches 
started as Home 
Mission Plants?

Today more than ever, people of all ages are crying out for 
truth, transparency, and authenticity. The Bible is the one book 
in the world that covers all of these topics with clarity and 
application for those who are seeking answers. Think about 
ways others have reached out to you. Consider tweaking those 
ideas to meet the needs of another individual. Wouldn’t it be 
great if each of us would join in the movement to be a part of 
the community that encourages another person in Christ? 
 
In these crazy times where everything is shifting at warp 
speed, the AFLC has found a refreshing way to pour light into a 
dark world. Utilizing an idea called a “Gathering,” people of all 
ages and types are coming together across the United States 
to build a community of believers and share the life changing 
message of the Gospel
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Imagine yourself in a unique group where you could feel safe, satisfied and at peace. Close 
your eyes and take a deep breath. Would you have just accomplished a huge work out; said 
goodbye after a family reunion; or perhaps your church has completed a home project for an 
ailing member?  Let’s explore that idea of what gathering together can do. 
 
Gatherings are designed to be 
collections of individuals on the move 
who become kingdom builders for 
the Lord.  As people bring fresh and 
exciting ideas together, they seek to 
care for each other in genuine ways. 
Within these loosely organized groups, 
we see the Holy Spirit at work to 
begin personal spiritual growth and 
evangelism. Discipleship and training 
then follow, preparing leaders for when 
the Gathering moves into the status of 

being an organized free and living congregation. The body of the 
AFLC is deeply thankful for each community of believers. 
 
We have groups worshipping on the beach, in school rooms, 
living rooms and even in old mining towns. Can you imagine 
that?  The Gathering makes church planting available to anyone, 
regardless of their status in life or what their skill sets may be. As 
with the “all hands on deck” approach, when we each do a little, a 
lot can be accomplished.

Look around! Are there areas you have 
family and frends who don’t have a  
Word-centered Lutheran congregation 
to attend? Prayerfully consider and look 
into starting a Gathering. Get involved 
in something bigger than yourself. You’ll 
be amazed at what happens. Contact the 
Home Mission office for more information.

Longterm Vision
Building healthy marriages and 
families is the heart of Home 
Missions. A Gathering of believers 
or a Free & Living Congregation 
is no stronger than the individual 
families it is comprised of.

Heart for Home

Church Planting Possible for the Masses

AFLC Home Missions | 763-412-2018 | homemis@aflc.org | www.aflchomemissions.org

Pastor Nash meeting with people at the Butte Gathering in MT
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